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Abstract: Traffic gridlock has been a concern in research particularly in determining its effect on property values. Resultant findings have either been a negative or positive impact. For the case of Apapa in Lagos State which is the focus of this present study, traffic gridlock has been an experience of over ten years, hence the need to discover its impact on various property value types as against the collective findings in most previous research. Student-T test of significance at a 95% level of confidence was adopted with results derived for all property types of the calculated T result far outweighing that of the stipulated Tabulated T result of 1.645. These findings for all property types indicate that the increase in property values for various property types have not been distorted by the traffic gridlock and as such investors in residential properties in the study area will always make their profit notwithstanding the gridlock. The researchers hereby advocated further research in determining the choice of residency in Apapa notwithstanding the traffic gridlock.
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1. Introduction
One vital way by which cities develop has been linked to free movement to enhance economic activities which can easily be boosted by a good traffic flow [1]. However, one major hindrance to the free flow of movement is traffic gridlock which the World Bank has attributed to create about 54.5% of all noticeable urban transport externalities. Traffic gridlock which is also regarded as traffic congestion can be defined as a form of traffic blockage whereby incessant queue of various automobiles particularly vehicles obstruct a whole network of interconnected streets resulting to slower speeds, longer trip times and even a complete standstill of vehicular movement. Traffic gridlock is broadly caused by two principal categories. They are micro-level and macro-level factors. The micro-level factors relate to the road while macro-level factors relate to the overall demand for road use. Examples of the micro-level factors include struggle for people and freight to move at the same time, too many vehicle competing for limited road space, accident, vehicle breakdown, poorly timed traffic signal and other special occurring events on the roads such as political rallies, mass social gatherings amongst others. Examples of the macro-level factors include land use patterns, car ownership trends, regional economic dynamics,
infrastructure investment, income level, and employment patterns amongst others [2]. In the long run traffic gridlock results to increase cost and loss of work hours amongst others [3]. Others are lost worker productivity, lost business earnings, higher transportation cost, increase in time spent on travelling, additional cost and less consistent times for pick-up and delivery for those that operate trucks. In fact from study conducted by the Portland Business Alliance, Port of Portland and Metro it was discovered that traffic gridlock will result to the loss of 6,500 jobs in the local economy and $844 million a year by 2025[4]. With the increase in ownership of vehicles to support transportation particularly in the developing economies to a tune of about 15 to 20% annually, traffic gridlock is not far fetched particularly in Lagos State, Nigeria [5]. This traffic gridlock has however been established in virtually every capital city in Nigeria [6]. However, for the case of Lagos State which is believed to be one of the fastest growing cities of the world, traffic gridlock is very much evident. This is to buttress the assertion of [7-10] that traffic gridlock is a function of the population of any area. Other reasons attributed to traffic gridlock in Nigeria particularly in Lagos State include, the inertia of spatial planning in metropolitan Lagos[11]; Inability of road network to contain the volume of traffic that make use of it [12]; insufficient road infrastructure, dilapidated road condition; inadequate traffic planning, absence of integrated transport systems, behavior of road users particularly the drivers and accidents [13,14]. According to Aderamo & Atomode [15] road intersection, traffic wardens and parking problems are major causes of traffic gridlocks on the roads. Ukpata and Etika [16] disclosed that reckless driving is the most important cause of traffic congestion while poor road networks, lack of parking facilities, poor drainage, inadequate road capacity, poor parking habits, poorly designed junctions/roundabouts, lack of efficient mass transport system, poor traffic control/management and presence of heavy vehicles were discovered to be other triggering factors. Olaogbebikan, Ikpechukwu, Akinsulire and Enosko [17] attributed traffic gridlock in the state to much dependency on small occupation vehicles, indiscriminate parking, on-street trading, narrow road, incapacity of the traffic management agencies to evacuate crashed or breakdown vehicles on time, loading and off-loading of goods and passengers on the road, and ineffective traffic control measures. Results from research conducted by Popoola, Abiola and Adeniji [18] reveals inadequate road capacity, poor drainage system, poor parking habit, poor traffic management, presence of heavy trucks, poor road pavement, poor design junctions/round-about, lack of road furniture and lack of pedestrian and parking facilities as causes of traffic gridlock in the state. Impatience by road users in the state has also been discovered as another triggering factor of traffic gridlock in the state [19]. Notwithstanding efforts by scholars in transport management and various road traffic management strategies employed by the state such as the one way approach, construction of new routes and flyovers, park and ride system, application of odd and even numbers light rail schemes, use of water ways, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and para-mass transit system amongst others [20-27], the traffic gridlock is yet to be eliminated. While Lagos is synonymous with traffic gridlock [1, 26, 28-30] however that of Apapa, which lies around the mouth of Lagos lagoon, has become unbearable due to the location of the Tincan Island Port, the second largest in West Africa after that in Abijan. In Apapa, there are noticeable tankers packed on the road causing traffic gridlock in the areas substantiating the findings of [26, 32]. This traffic gridlock has manifested in various forms describing the different types of gridlock propounded by Brownfield, Graham, Eveleigh, Ward, Robertson and Allsop [33]. These are recurrent congestion occurring at regular peak times usually mornings and evenings. Non-recurrent congestion, occurring at non regular times usually due to vehicle breakdowns and pre-congestion also known as borderline congestion which occurs where there is a free-flow conditions breakdown while full congestion is yet to occur. Due to the slow pace of movement which this traffic gridlock brings about, its out-turn on economic development can always been linked. One of such is the linkage of gridlock with property values.

2.0 Effect of road, accessibility, traffic gridlock on property values
Road can be described as the greatest investment of any nation where its citizens are shareholders. This statement buttresses the importance of road, its network and accessibility because in every given society people are bound to abide. The accessibility of any given road thereby relates to location which has been attributed as the principal determinant of property values[34]. This explains why according to Aderamo [23], road network constitutes a significant constituent in urban development as roads provide accessibility to the different land uses in the urban area. In fact even the mere announcement of proposed road projects is believed to have effect on property values which was discovered to be a function on the size of the proposed project [35]. This is in line with the classic urban location theory which states that lower transport costs resulting from accessibility will bring about higher land and property values. Notwithstanding, academic researches needed to be conducted to situate peculiarities of various places. In light of this, various researches have tried to link road, its improvement, accessibility with economic development of which lies research in values of properties[36]. Right from 1956 when the Highway revenue Act came up, studies have sprung up on the effect of highways on property values. One of such remarkable earlier studies is that carried out by Adkins [37] in Dallas, Houston and San Antonio. An appreciable rise in value of about 450% was discovered particularly in Dallas and Houston while the appreciable rise in value was more in manufacturing land use to a tune of about 200% while single-family residential land use had an insignificant rise in value in San Antonio. Bone and Wohl [38] carried out a similar study in Massachusetts. They had divergent results of which in one community the highway has resulted in the appreciation of property values while in the other community the highway had little effect on property values. Ever since then other researchers have also come up with various divergent findings on highway improvement on property values. One of such recent studies is that carried out in Netherlands where it was discovered that changes in accessibility resulting from highway development project has a significant positive effect on the price of housing in close by municipalities, even though the ensuing enhancement in noise pollution and traffic intensity levels brought about a decline in prices. However, the combination of all the effects of all externalities, the effect of highway development on house prices is positive and the effect is prominent even before the completion of the project as a result of public anticipation effect [39]. Some other researchers have identified road construction to have a positive impact on property values [40-44] discovered varied effects of both a positive and negative nature while Aigbe, Ogundele and Aliu [45] discovered a negative effect on property values from road construction. The varied results gotten from the researches are not farfetched considering the fact that apart from boost in economic activities, certain externalities such as noise and air pollution, compulsory purchase and acquisition by government results to the negative effects on property values [46-49]. It is obvious then that whatsoever will inhibit the free flow of movement of people on the way will attract attention for research. This has even led to the study of effect of speed bumps on residential property values where divergent results were attained. To most of the respondents speed bumps is related with decline in values of residential property while for the elderly and homeowners with children, that enhances the value of residential properties [50]. Much more will be the likelihood of an envisaged attention by researchers on greater impediment to movement such as traffic gridlock even as it relates to property values. However, there is dearth of literature on impact of gridlock on property values.

Research on the effect of traffic gridlock on property values as recorded in the early eighties was conducted in Grand Rapids Michigan. It was discovered that residential property values displayed a surprising high elasticity with respect to decrease in traffic flow [51]. This is against findings gotten from some latter researches where decrease in traffic flow results to decrease in housing values [52-54]. There was a varied result gotten from a research conducted in Portsmouth city, England where it turned out to be that the effect of traffic gridlock on property (terrace houses) values varies according to economic conditions. During the period of high sales demand and low availability of property the impact is less compared to periods of low demand and higher supply
of property [55]. Hou [56] likewise discovered that house prices tend to increase more with vicinities of higher free flow that those of congested flow. However, this is more pronounced within the middle income neighbourhood compared to their counterparts in lowest and highest income neighbourhoods. In a more recent research relating traffic gridlock with house prices it was discovered that while there no significant relationship exist between congestion growth and house prices in rural areas and non-metro areas, the situation is different from the urban areas with an obvious adverse effect on house prices [57].

With all these varied results gotten it is imperative that a study of traffic gridlock and its impact on property values be studied in Apapa, Lagos State, Nigeria. This will enable findings of actual outcome of this gridlock.

3.0 Methods

This present study being a cross-sectional survey involves the distribution of seventy (70) questionnaires and Eight (8) questionnaires to practicing estate surveying and valuation firms in Lagos Island and Apapa respectively. The choice of Lagos Island is due to the much concentration of estate surveying and valuation firms in Lagos Island while the entire estate surveying and valuation firms in Apapa, being the study area were surveyed. The field work was carried out within a space of three months (February –May, 2019). The data gotten was principally on rental values of all types of residential properties in Apapa within a space of 18 years (year 2000 and year 2018). This was intended to capture both the period of free traffic flow and traffic gridlock in the study area. Data collected was analyzed using the Student T Test of Significance at the 95% confidence level hypothesized that the traffic gridlock had a negative effect on the various residential; property values in the study area. The choice of student T was due to its applicability in testing hypothesized significant difference between two pairs of sample means. In this study property values before and after the traffic gridlock in the study area were compared.

4.0 Results and Discussion

Out of the seventy (70) questionnaires distributed to estate firms in Ikeja and eight (8) questionnaires in Apapa, Lagos state, a total of sixty-eight (63) questionnaires were retrieved from the estate firms in Lagos Island and 5 questionnaires from Apapa. This represents a response rate of 87%. The researchers considered this substantial enough for a conclusive result. Moreover all estate surveying and valuation firm studied have dealings in the study area and have been in professional practice for between seven (7) and twenty-six (26) years.

For the various property types the values of such properties were analyzed before and after the gridlock using the Student-T Test of Significance at the 95% confidence level with the assumption that all other determinants of property values are kept constant. The analysis of the various property types are as follows:

**Tenement building**

**Before Traffic Gridlock**

\[ X = 62.85 \]

\[ S = 18250.84 \]

\[ N = 506 \]

**After Traffic Gridlock**

\[ X = 102.87 \]

\[ S = 73574.71 \]

\[ N = 619 \]

Calculating F ratio:
73574.71
18250.84 = 4.0313
Tab f = 1.00
Since Calf >tabf, we reject the null
Hence S1 ≠ S2
Also N1 ≠ N2
We deduce using Separate variance model with f = (N1 + N2)/2

\[ T = \frac{X_1 - X_2}{\sqrt{\left(\frac{S_1^2}{N_1}\right) + \left(\frac{S_2^2}{N_2}\right)}} \]

\[ 62.85 - 102.87 \]
\[ \sqrt{\left(\frac{18250.84}{506}\right) + \left(\frac{73574.71}{619}\right)} \]

\[ 40.02 \]
\[ \sqrt{\left(\frac{36.0689}{118.8606}\right)} \]

Cal T = 12.4471
Tab T = \( \frac{(N_1 + N_2)/2}{562.5} \)
1 tail test directional of 562.5 @ 0.05 = 1.645

Decision Rule
Since Cal T > Tab T we reject null hypothesis meaning
Property Values of Tenement Building after the gridlock in Apapa is greater than Property Values of Tenement Building before the gridlock. Hence the gridlock had no impact on the increase of property values of tenement building in Apapa
**Self-Contain**

*Before Traffic Gridlock*
\[ X = 124.78 \]
\[ S_1 = 2906.75 \]
\[ N_1 = 574 \]

*After Traffic Gridlock*
\[ X = 194.73 \]
\[ S_2 = 6938.08 \]
\[ N_2 = 513 \]

Calculating F ratio:
\[ \frac{6938.08}{2906.75} = 2.3869 \]
Tab \( f \) = 1.00
Since \( \text{Caf} \) > \( \text{tabf} \), we reject the null
Hence \( S_1 \neq S_2 \)
Also \( N_1 \neq N_2 \)
We deduce using Separate variance model with \( f = \frac{(N_1 + N_2)}{2} \)

\[ T = \sqrt{T} \]
\[ \frac{X_1 - X_2}{\sqrt{\left(\frac{S_1}{N_1}\right) + \left(\frac{S_2}{N_2}\right)}} \]
\[ 124.78 - 194.73 \]
\[ \sqrt{\left(\frac{2906.75}{574}\right) + \left(\frac{6938.08}{513}\right)} \]
\[ 69.95 \]
\[ \sqrt{(18.5885) + (13.5245)} \]
\[ 69.95 \]
\[ \sqrt{4.3114} \]
Cal \( T \) = 16.2244
Tab \( T \) = \( f = \frac{(N_1 + N_2)}{2} \) \( (574 + 513) \div 2 = 543.5 \)
1 tail test directional of 543.5 @ 0.05 = 1.645

**Decision Rule**
Since \( \text{Cal} T \) > \( \text{Tab} T \) we reject null hypothesis meaning
Property Values of Self Contain after the gridlock in Apapa is greater than Property Values of Self Contain before the gridlock. Hence the gridlock had no impact on the increase of property values of Self Contain in Apapa

**Two bedroom Flat**

*Before Traffic Gridlock*
\[ X = 180.03 \]
\[ S = 8612.10 \]
\[ N = 454 \]

*After Traffic Gridlock*
\[ X = 353.98 \]
\[ S = 29803.76 \]
Calculating F ratio:
\[
\frac{29803.76}{8612.10} = 3.4607
\]
Tab \( f \) = 1.00
Since Calf > tabf, we reject the null
Hence \( S_1 \neq S_2 \)
Also \( N_1 \neq N_2 \)
We deduce using Separate variance model with \( f = (N_1 + N_2) / 2 \)

\[
T = \frac{X_1 - X_2}{\sqrt{\left(\frac{S_1}{N_1}\right) + \left(\frac{S_2}{N_2}\right)}}
\]

\[
180.03 - 353.98 \sqrt{\left(\frac{8612.10}{454}\right) + \left(\frac{29803.76}{452}\right)}
\]

\[
173.95 \sqrt{\left(\frac{18.9694}{65.9375}\right)}
\]

173.95 \sqrt{84.9069}

\[
173.95 \times 18.8779 = 18.8779
\]
Tab \( T \) = \( f = (N_1 + N_2) / 2 \) (454 + 452) / 2 = 453
1 tail test directional of 453 @ 0.05 = 1.645
Decision Rule
Since Cal T > Tab T we reject null hypothesis meaning Property Values of Two Bedroom Flat after the gridlock in Apapa is greater than Property Values of Two Bedroom flat before the gridlock. Hence the gridlock had no impact on the increase of property values of Two Bedroom Flat in Apapa

Three Bedroom Flat
Before Traffic Gridlock
\( X = 524.42 \)
\( S = 72479.42 \)
\( N = 495 \)

After Traffic Gridlock
\( X = 1033.96 \)
\( S = 45160.04 \)
\( N = 490 \)

Calculating F ratio:
\[
\frac{72479.42}{45160.04} = 1.6049
\]
Tab \( f \) = 1.00
Since Calf > tabf, we reject the null
Hence $S_1 \neq S_2$
Also $N_1 \neq N_2$
We deduce using Separate variance model with $f = (N_1 N_2)$.  

$$T = X_1 - X_2 \sqrt{\left(\frac{S^2_1}{N_1} + \frac{S^2_2}{N_2}\right)}$$

$$524.42 - 1033.96 \sqrt{\left(\frac{72479.42}{495} + \frac{45160.04}{490}\right)}$$

$$509.54 \sqrt{(146.4231 + 92.1633)}$$

$$509.54 \sqrt{(238.5864)}$$

Cal $T = 32.9880$
Tab $T = f = (N_1 N_2)$.  $(495 + 490) = 492.5$
1 tail test directional of $492.5 @ 0.05 = 1.645$

**Decision Rule**
Since Cal $T >$ Tab $T$ we reject null hypothesis meaning Property Values of Three Bedroom Bungalow after the gridlock in Apapa is greater than Property Values of Three Bedroom Bungalow before the gridlock. Hence the gridlock had no impact on the increase of property values of Three Bedroom Bungalow in Apapa.

**Four Bedroom House**

*Before Traffic Gridlock*

$X_1 = 1234.71$
$S^2_1 = 442192.31$
$N_1 = 507$

*After Traffic Gridlock*

$X_2 = 1942.06$
$S^2_2 = 1099820.10$
$N_2 = 452$

Calculating F ratio:

$$\frac{1099820.10}{442192.31} = 2.4872$$

Tab $f = 1.00$
Since Calf > tabf, we reject the null
Hence $S_1 \neq S_2$
Also $N_1 \neq N_2$
We deduce using Separate variance model with $f = (N_1 N_2)$.  

$$T = X_1 - X_2 \sqrt{\left(\frac{S^2_1}{N_1} + \frac{S^2_2}{N_2}\right)}$$

$$1234.71 - 1942.06 \sqrt{\left(\frac{442192.31}{507} + \frac{1099820.10}{452}\right)}$$
707.35
\[ \sqrt{(872.1742 + 2433.2303)} \]

707.35
\[ \sqrt{(3305.4045)} \]
707.35
57.4926
Cal T = 12.3033
Tab T = \( \frac{(N_1 + N_2)}{2} \) = \( \frac{(507 + 452)}{2} \) = 479.5
1 tail test directional of 479.5 @ 0.05 = 1.645

**Decision Rule**
Since Cal T > Tab T we reject null hypothesis meaning Property Values of Four Bedroom House after the gridlock in Apapa is greater than Property Values of Four Bedroom House before the gridlock. Hence the gridlock had no impact on the increase of property values of Four Bedroom House in Apapa

*5.0 Recommendation/Concluding Remarks*
This research work is novel as it did not just study traffic gridlock with respect to property values which is sparse in literature but focused on Lagos, Apapa known for its huge traffic issues. More so Lagos is one of the vibrant property markets in Nigeria together with Portharcourt and Abuja. It has also been established that majority of the estate surveyors and valuers in Nigeria have their head offices in Lagos State. An earlier related study in Nigeria focused on commercial properties in Bauchi State while this present study is hinged on residential properties. Other earlier researches carried out outside the country studied residential properties holistically but this present study focused on the individual residential properties found in the study area. Thus, this present research has been able to prove that beyond all negative externalities associated with traffic gridlock, Apapa still commands increase in the various property values. It is therefore obvious that over the years that the traffic gridlock in Apapa had no effect on the values of all residential property types. Hence, the researchers opine that investors in residential properties can always make such investment which will invariably turn out profitable in the study area notwithstanding the traffic gridlock. The question then is what are the features in Apapa that makes residents to opt for the area notwithstanding the traffic gridlock? Are there other property types such as commercial, recreational, industrial that are affected by this gridlock? These are questions which further research related to this work in the study area will find out.
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